Lyn Belisle '71 - Mixed media collage.

Dr. Carol Wright Folbre '81 - Abstract and literal interpretations of landscapes, music and happiness. Cassein paint (water-based) and graphite.

Cathy Evans Geib '71 - Paint in pastels, acrylics and encaustic, focusing on scenes of the Texas Hill Country, beaches, sunsets and sunrises.

Rudi Harst '74 - 4 CDs of original music, greeting cards, book of creative non-fiction.

Carina Hiscock '15 – Creations using hair as the predominate mark-making tool. For my most recent series, she created delicate line drawings using human hair on second-hand ceramic plates. Work is playful and intriguing. It draws viewers in to observe the intricacy of the medium, while toeing the line between beauty and repulsion.

Barbara Hawkins Johns '87 – Paintings and drawings.

Diana Larson '96 - Cork wreaths, wine label trays, encaustic prints and jewelry made from beads, metal, shells, etc.

Natalie Lee (Sister of David Lee '76 - Friend of alumni Carol and Dave Mansen) - Wheel thrown and hand altered pottery: spoonrests, wine bottle coasters, sponge holders, napkin holders, cups, mugs, bowls, etc. Designs (Trinity University logo) and lettering all hand done with food safe glazes. All pieces are made and fired at her home studio.

Jan Abrams Longfellow '69 - Photography, jewelry, etc.

**Sarah Sauer '13** - Functional ceramics characterized by modern shapes and a minimal aesthetic.

**Margaret King Stanley '69** - Necklaces - one of a kind and completely handmade using ethnic beads from Africa, Afghanistan, India and the USA. Components in each necklace are hand selected by the designer.

**Dorothy Tarbox '79** - Photography, primarily portrait photography. Specializing in maternity, newborn, child, and family photography.

**Dani Smyer Wildason '77** - Artwork is inspired by Lyn Belisle '71 art sessions (including some one-on-one time) and art often incorporates an EarthShard face/piece created by using one of Lyn’s unique molds. Small Mixed Media framed collages (4x6, 5x7, 8x10) and necklaces created w/unique Earth Shard pendants.